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MODULE I  
Physiology of sound, Audible sound spectrum, Creative use of sound, Aesthetic applications, 
Recognizing realistic sound for artistic fulfillment, Discussion on soundtracks in different films. 
 
 MODULE II 
 Different methods of recording sound: Recording sound in controlled situation, Playback, 
Prerecording, Dubbing, Post synchronization, Voice recording, Microphones for location recording, 
Microphone for studio recordings 
 
 MODULE III 
 Sound design for animation, Historical voice talent in animation, Casting voice talent, Working with 
voice actors, Recording dialog, Synchronization, The role of music in animation, Functions of SFX in 
animation, Discussion on soundtracks in different animation films.  
 
MODULE IV  
Basic audio editing techniques and concepts, Conversion of files from one format to another, mono to 
stereo conversions, Audio special effects, Audio plug-ins.  
 
MODULE V  
Introduction to digital audio workstation: Midi and digital sound, Basic mixing techniques, Introduction 
to mastering, Delivery formats. 

 

 

 

 

 





SUMMARY 

Green matte Studios 

Shooting with a green screen involves filming a person or adding visual effects in front of a solid 

color. Then, by digitally removing or “keying out” that color, you can drop that scene onto 

the background of your choice in post-production. Removing the colored background is also 

referred to as “chroma keying.” 

It is commonly used for weather forecast broadcasts in which a news presenter is usually seen 

standing in front of a large CGI map during live television newscasts, but it is really a large blue 

or green background. Using a blue screen, different weather maps are added on the parts of the 

image in which the colour is blue. If the news presenter wears blue clothes, their clothes will also 

be replaced with the background video. Chroma keying is also common in the entertainment 

industry for visual effects in movies and video games. Rotoscopy may instead be carried out on 

subjects that are not in front of a green (or blue) screen. Motion tracking can also be used in 

conjunction with chroma keying, such as to move the background as the subject moves. 

Chroma key compositing, or chroma keying, is a visual-effects and post-production technique 

for compositing (layering) two images or video streams together based on colour hues 

(chroma range). The technique has been used in many fields to remove a background from the 

subject of a photo or video – particularly the newscasting, motion picture, and video 

game industries. A colour range in the foreground footage is made transparent, allowing 

separately filmed background footage or a static image to be inserted into the scene. The chroma 

keying technique is commonly used in video production and post-production. This technique is 

also referred to as colour keying, colour-separation overlay (CSO; primarily by the BBC), or by 

various terms for specific colour-related variants such as green screen or blue screen; chroma 

keying can be done with backgrounds of any colour that are uniform and distinct, but green and 

blue backgrounds are more commonly used because they differ most distinctly in hue from 

any human skin colour. No part of the subject being filmed or photographed may duplicate the 

colour used as the backing, or the part may be erroneously identified as part of the backing.  

It is commonly used for weather forecast broadcasts in which a news presenter is usually seen 

standing in front of a large CGI map during live television newscasts, but it is really a large blue 

or green background. Using a blue screen, different weather maps are added on the parts of the 

image in which the colour is blue. If the news presenter wears blue clothes, their clothes will also 

be replaced with the background video. Chroma keying is also common in the entertainment 

industry for visual effects in movies and video games. Rotoscopy may instead be carried out on 

subjects that are not in front of a green (or blue) screen. Motion tracking can also be used in 

conjunction with chroma keying, such as to move the background as the subject moves. 

 














